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Abstract: The loss of Louisiana's coastal wetlands continued at a rate of over 60 km² per year in the 1990s and continued losses of an additional 1295 km² are projected by 2050. The rapid rate of land loss is attributed to a complex combination of natural landscape dynamics and massive human alterations of deltaic and wetland hydrology. While the problem was recognized in the 1970s, concerted attempts at restoration did not begin until the 1990s. Initial efforts largely focused on addressing local problem areas and were often defensive in nature; that is they sought to prevent future losses rather than restoring any of the wetlands which had already converted to open water. In the late 1990s, a new plan was developed with a more systemic approach to restoration. The Coast 2050 plan embraces the problems at the ecosystem scale and seeks to restore essential processes rather than continued manipulation of wetland hydrology. Implementation of this plan in the 21st century will require detailed consideration of riverine and deltaic processes, ecosystem response to changes in those processes, and the socioeconomic implications of major re-plumbing of the Mississippi River Delta. [Key words: Mississippi River Delta, ecosystem restoration, wetlands, land loss.]

INTRODUCTION

Between 1956 and 2000, there was a loss of Louisiana’s coastal wetlands of some 3950 km². Recent reports (Barras et al., 2003) present the current loss rate at an average of nearly 62 km² per year. Projections suggest additional losses of over 1295 km² by 2050 as rates slow due to almost complete loss of marshes in some areas. This future landscape degradation is expected to occur despite the efforts of a restoration program implemented in the 1990s.

These losses are one of the most significant environmental problems in North America, affecting an original wetlands area of some 14,245 km² in which are located major population centers such as New Orleans, infrastructure for major components of the United States oil and gas supply and port system, and habitat for a large, diverse and commercially important fishery.

The cultural implications of these landscape changes have been examined by Tidwell (2002), public concern is growing (CRCL, 2000), and urgent efforts by the
state and federal government are underway to address the problem using new strategic approaches to system rehabilitation. The basis of current efforts is “Coast 2050” (LCWCRTF and the Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Authority, 1998), a strategic plan that recognizes the important biogeomorphic processes that must be sustained for future ecosystem health.

This paper outlines the land loss problem in coastal Louisiana, and evaluates the strategic approaches represented in Coast 2050 relative to previous large-scale restoration efforts in Louisiana and elsewhere. Scientists have played key roles in the development of these plans and this paper will examine appropriate mechanisms for the incorporation of evolving science into the future implementation of wetland restoration in coastal Louisiana.

CAUSES OF LAND LOSS IN COASTAL LOUISIANA

Many studies have been conducted to identify the major factors contributing to wetland loss in Louisiana (e.g., Boesch et al., 1994; Turner, 1997; Day et al., 2000). Essentially, most agree that coastal land loss and the massive degradation of the coastal ecosystem can be attributed to two types of factors—natural and human induced. This is a very dynamic landscape with riverine floods, sea-level rise, natural land subsidence, and storms from the Gulf of Mexico leading to patterns of land building and decay on time scales from days to millennia. The quasi-equilibrium achieved by these natural factors has been disturbed by multiple human influences on the landscape, such as the construction of levees on the Mississippi River, the internal disruption of hydrology associated with the construction of canals for various purposes, and the introduction of an exotic herbivore, the nutria. Ecosystem degradation is the result of these and other factors interacting to produce complex patterns and time sequences of stress to the ecosystem, ultimately resulting in land loss.

Natural Factors Associated with Coastal Land Loss

The coastal landscape of Louisiana has developed over thousands of years and land gain and land loss have always been ongoing (Kolb and van Lopik, 1966; Gagliano and van Beek, 1973). Most of the land in coastal Louisiana was built by deltas of the Mississippi River or by Mississippi River sediments entering the coastal mudstream. Barrier islands and sandy shorelines developed as waves and coastal currents eroded and reworked sediments, to build beaches and barrier islands (Penland et al., 1988). Maintaining the landscape involved these and other processes. For the marshes and swamps of coastal Louisiana, soil building processes are vital. Natural processes of sediment compaction and gradual sea-level rise can submerge marsh plants and swamp forests unless soil builds up to compensate and keep the elevation high enough for plants and trees to survive (Reed, 1995). Processes contributing to soil building include sediment deposition from rivers or by tides and storms, and the accumulation of organic material in the soil, mainly plant roots (DeLaune et al., 1990). Healthy plant growth and active sediment deposition are thus essential to the coastal ecosystem.
Over millennia, sea-level rise and subsidence and erosion of deltaic and chenier plain sediments was balanced by delta building and mudstream accretion. Erosion of barrier shorelines and disruption of organic marshes by storms promoted changes in the landscape then as they do now, and the cycles of delta building and decay, as well as chenier plain accretion and erosion (Gould and McFarlan, 1959; Penland and Suter, 1989), were repeated many times over thousands of years. Indeed, there is little direct evidence that any of these natural processes changed in the mid to late 20th century. Geologic faulting, compaction of sediments rich in fines and organics, river stages, global sea-level rise, wave erosion and storms have likely been shaping the coastal Louisiana landscape for thousands of years (Williams et al., 1994; Kulp, 2000; Reed, 2002; Gagliano et al., 2003).

**Human Activities Influencing Coastal Land Loss**

During the mid to late 20th century a major disruption of the natural cycle occurred as rapid land loss and limited land building (Fig. 1) led to massive degradation of the natural ecosystem. In many areas of the United States, wetland losses occur primarily because of direct causes: people drain or fill wetlands to improve their suitability for development (Dahl, 2000). While direct losses such as ditching and draining for agriculture do occur in Louisiana, the vast majority of losses in the state are caused indirectly. Indirect losses occur when human activities alter the process of land building and maintenance. Many human activities at the coast have interrupted or altered these natural processes.

Some of these activities are widespread across the coast and can affect large areas. These include (1) construction and management of levees and flood control structures on the Mississippi River that alter the supply of freshwater, sediment and nutrients to wetlands and limit the building of new lands, (2) construction of canals and spoil banks that disrupt the internal hydrology of the estuaries and wetlands, (3)
extraction of oil and natural gas, which may have resulted in accelerated down faulting, and thus increased subsidence above that associated with natural compaction, and (4) increased boat traffic and construction of jetties and other structures to facilitate navigation which cause erosion of channel banks and interfere with natural patterns of sediment transport. Other activities likely have localized effects, including the introduction of nutria that graze extensively on wetland plants.

Construction and management of levees and flood control structures. Beginning soon after European settlement, humans began to modify the Mississippi River. Levees built to limit flooding of populated areas and agricultural areas also prevented overbank flooding and crevasse formation, both of which had delivered water, sediment and nutrients into marshes and shallow coastal areas. Major secondary channels were closed off—today, only two channels remain (the main channel of the Mississippi River and the Atchafalaya River). In addition to the levees, the construction of the Old River Control Structure in 1963 and its Auxiliary Structure (built after the original structure required emergency maintenance during the 1973 flood) prevents the river from changing course, and has thus temporarily ended delta switching. The river, unable to change course, deposits most of its sediments that would have once formed land and replenished coastal wetlands, in deep water of the Gulf of Mexico (Kesel, 1988). In addition, the levees prevent the flow of freshwater, nutrients and suspended sediment into wetlands during floods—a process that under natural conditions likely played an important role in maintaining marsh elevation and determining salinity regime. Control of the Mississippi River is an important factor influencing land loss because it affects such large areas of the coast and has disrupted both delta building and the coastal mudstream.

Construction of canals and spoil banks that disrupt the internal hydrology of the delta. There have been large-scale changes in the hydrology of the coast due to the construction of canals and their associated spoil banks. By the late 20th century, over 14,484 km of canals had been dredged in support of navigation, drainage, and oil-and-gas development (Turner and Cahoon, 1988). Canals alter natural hydrology in two main ways. First, canals deeper than natural bayous allow saltwater to penetrate into otherwise freshwater wetlands (Wang, 1988). This effect is enhanced during droughts and storms and can have severe effects on freshwater wetland vegetation. Second, spoil banks associated with many smaller canals dredged for oil and gas exploration are much higher than the natural marsh surface and thus alter the flow of water across wetlands and influence many aspects of marsh function. This changes important biogeochemical and ecological processes, including chemical transformations, sediment transport, and migration of organisms. Further, canal networks and interconnecting spoil banks can produce partially impounded areas that have fewer but longer periods of flooding and reduced water exchange when compared to unimpounded marsh areas (Swenson and Turner, 1987; Boumans and Day, 1994). This can result in increased waterlogging and frequently plant death (Mendelssohn and McKee, 1988). Importantly, spoil banks also block the movement of sediments resuspended in storms, and these play a significant role in sustaining land elevations (Reed et al., 1997). Rozas and Minello (1999) found reduced abundance of estuarine-marine nekton (e.g., juvenile fishes and macrocrustaceans) in areas surrounded by such levees when compared to unaffected
marsh areas. Canal dredging (most of which occurred between 1950 and 1980) altered salinity gradients and patterns of water and sediment flow through marshes and not only directly changed land to open water, and marsh to upland, but also indirectly changed the processes essential to a healthy coastal ecosystem.

Removal of oil and natural gas causing accelerated subsidence. Scientific discussions of the role of oil and natural gas extraction as a cause of down faulting are in their infancy. Recent evidence suggests withdrawal of oil and natural gas may have lowered pressures in underlying geologic features sufficiently to activate existing geologic faults (Morton et al., 2002). In some areas fault movements associated with these withdrawals appear to have resulted in a tripling of subsidence rates. Indeed, in some “hot spot” areas of land loss, marsh sediments can be found more than a meter below their natural elevation suggesting rapid subsidence at rates much higher than the few mm/year associated with the compaction of deltaic sediments (Morton et al., 2003). Despite the need for more evidence to identify the role of oil and gas extraction and faulting on these rates, subsidence measured during the mid to late 20th century is much higher than that which occurred during the previous several thousand years when the coastal landscape was formed.

Increased boat traffic, and the construction of jetties. Wave erosion along exposed shorelines is a substantial factor contributing to coastal land loss, and in many areas this is an entirely natural process. Yet, human activities that increase wave action in coastal areas contribute to accelerated rates of erosion. For example, canals and navigation channels can widen rapidly due to the operation of vessels that generate wakes. Johnson and Gosselink (1982) measured canal widening rates of over 2.5 m/yr in heavily trafficked oilfield-access canals near Leeville. At the barrier shoreline, jetties have been built around many tidal inlets to facilitate navigation from the Gulf into rivers and navigation channels by limiting sediment shoaling. These alter the drift of sediment along the shore that maintains barrier shorelines, and in many areas rapid erosion of beaches and shorelines has occurred on the downdrift side of the jetties (Williams et al., 1992).

QUANTIFYING CONTRIBUTIONS TO LAND LOSS

Direct losses can be quantified and attributed to specific causes with reasonable accuracy. Since the 1970s, direct losses have been reduced through a permitting program required by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act as well as state laws. Indirect losses, on the other hand, cannot be attributed to specific causes with any degree of accuracy. This is due to the natural variability of coastal processes and the complex way that human activities have altered these processes. In other words, indirect losses result from numerous causes, any of which alone may not have resulted in the serious crisis confronting Louisiana today. For example, the introduction of nutria or a severe drought would likely have little effect on a healthy ecosystem, and constraining the Mississippi River and constructing canals impacts the coast, but neither of these acting in isolation would have necessarily resulted in the extensive land loss that has occurred.

Loss of coastal wetlands is most commonly caused by a number of factors, both natural and human-induced, interacting to produce conditions at the local scale
where wetland vegetation can no longer survive. Figure 2 shows how different kinds of processes acting at a variety of scales can combine to produce intolerable conditions for wetland plants. Establishing the relative contribution of these various factors, both natural and human-induced, is almost impossible. In many cases, the changes in processes are manifest gradually over decades and huge areas, while other effects occur over single days and impact local areas.

While many studies have examined the individual factors contributing to land loss, few have attempted to isolate their individual contributions. Penland et al. (2000) made a detailed classification of the land loss that occurred between 1932 and 1990 within the Mississippi River deltaic plain. The loss was classified by (1) geomorphic form and (2) primary process responsible for the loss. Geomorphic form described the type of loss, which had occurred in terms of its location within the coastal landscape. The study showed that about 70% of the loss was due to ponding and channel formation in the marsh interior. Formation of ponds accounted for about 57% of this interior loss and the development of interior channels about 13%. Approximately 30% of the remaining loss was due to shoreline erosion: Gulf shorelines (5%), bay shorelines (11%), lake shorelines (9%) and channels edges (5%). The study also identified three basic processes responsible for loss: submergence (relative water level on the marsh increasing due to both human and natural causes), erosion (loss due to wind and waves), and direct removal (dredging) of marsh for various reasons. Importantly, as the study was based on examination of patterns of loss on maps and aerial photography, the causal processes inferred were limited to those acting at the surface. The scale of the study also meant that it was difficult to identify any geographically specific role of regional-scale surface processes, such as limited sediment delivery from the Mississippi River. Rather, Penland
et al. identify processes operating at the sub-basin scale that likely interact with regional dynamics to produce the patterns of land loss mapped and classified in their study. Submergence was found to cause about 54% of the land loss and it was mainly associated with altered hydrology causing saltwater penetration and the interruption of sheet flow. Erosion was found to cause about 31% of the total loss with natural waves accounting for most erosion. Direct removal accounted for the remaining 15% of land loss with construction of various types of canals the major cause.

In summary, dramatic coastal land loss in the mid to late 20th century occurred because human activities fundamentally altered the processes essential for maintaining the coastal ecosystem. The magnitude and variety of these changes, and their interaction with natural landscape processes, means looking at any one of these factors in isolation prevents a full understanding of the change in balance between land gain and land loss.

**COASTAL LAND LOSS IN THE FUTURE**

The effects of future changes in climate and climate variability are difficult to predict. Some of these effects, such as changes in rate of sea-level rise are potentially important for future land loss. Louisiana’s coastal wetlands have been subjected to high rates of relative sea-level rise for centuries due to subsidence associated with the compaction and dewatering of deltaic sediments. Some Louisiana marshes have adjusted, and still survive in areas where measured rates of relative sea-level rise from tide gauges are over 1 cm per year (Penland and Ramsey, 1990); but others are experiencing stress which may in part be driven by relative sea-level rise. Morris et al. (2002) predict that in salt marshes with high sediment loading (such as those in Louisiana) marsh accretion should be able to keep pace with relative sea-level rise of at most 1.2 cm/yr. Eustatic factors are projected to result in a sea-level rise of approximately 20 cm by the year 2050 (Scavia et al., 2002), although there is much uncertainty surrounding this issue. If high rates of subsidence continue, many Louisiana marshes may deteriorate markedly under future sea-level rise conditions as rates increase beyond their maximum ability to build substrate. Morris et al. (2002) considered tidal flooding to be the primary determinant of sediment deposition. In Louisiana, high water events associated with frontal passages, tropical storms and hurricanes cause the delivery of most of the sediment that is currently deposited in coastal marshes (Reed, 1989; Cahoon et al., 1995). In the past sediment would also have been supplied periodically during major river floods. Reworked sediment undoubtedly contributes to the sustainability of existing Louisiana marshes, and it is not known how marshes will accommodate future increases in relative sea-level.

The second half of the 20th century was clearly a period of massive human influence on the coastal Louisiana ecosystem. The question is whether these changes will continue to result in land loss into the future. Because much of the canal dredging occurred between 1950 and 1980, the direct effects of extensive dredging are not expected to occur again. However, the indirect and ongoing effects of these activities on land loss, such as alterations to marsh hydrology or basin-scale salinity
gradients, are expected to continue into the future. Meanwhile, chronic regional-scale problems such as subsidence and altered patterns of sediment delivery from the Mississippi River will also likely have the same effects in the future as in the past. Although recent data (Morton et al., 2002) suggest that extensive oil and gas extraction from subsurface reservoirs led to locally high rates of subsidence in previous decades, the greatest volumes of hydrocarbons were extracted in the 1960s and 1970s. The extraction may have reactivated faults resulting in subsidence but the timing of fault movement relative to mineral extraction has yet to be clearly identified. Thus, it is possible that locally high subsidence rates identified in recent decades may not continue in the future, giving existing coastal marshes an even greater chance of survival. If some Louisiana marshes can survive the high subsidence-induced rises in water level experienced in the second half of the 20th century, these studies suggest that future sea-level rise alone may not increase rates of land loss. More likely, a new equilibrium will be reached in which slower rates of losses are balanced by minimal gains, albeit with a much smaller total ecosystem area.

20TH CENTURY RESTORATION EFFORT

For many years landowners in coastal Louisiana have recognized wetland loss and have made efforts to restore and enhance the quality of their lands. For the most part these actions have been species-specific habitat enhancements (Chabreck, 1967), and they have involved the manipulation of tidal regimes to maintain water levels at fixed elevations either above or below the surface to provide access to or encourage growth of particular forage vegetation (Chabreck and Junkin, 1989). Recent studies have shown that the traditional “marsh management” practiced in coastal Louisiana alters sedimentation regimes (Reed et al., 1997), impedes tidal flux of materials (Boumans and Day, 1994), and leads to changes in nekton nature and abundance (Rozas and Minello, 1999).

A more coordinated state-led response to coastal land loss began to emerge in the 1970s. A series of scientific reports termed Hydrologic and Geologic Studies of Coastal Louisiana documented coastal land loss and pointed to some of its causes (e.g., Gagliano and van Beek, 1970; Adams et al., 1976). During the same period, Act 35 of the 1971 Louisiana Legislature established the Louisiana Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources to determine the problems and needs of coastal and marine resources. The activities of this Commission provided a foundation for the establishment of Louisiana’s Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program in 1978 pursuant to the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. Dedicated funding for restoration projects and supporting applied research became a reality in 1981 when the Louisiana Legislature created a one-time fund of $35 million.

During the 1980s, maps produced by USGS and the US Army Corps of Engineers (Britsch and May, 1987; Barras et al., 1994) convinced the public of the need for restoration. Of critical importance during this period was the incorporation in 1988 of a non-profit group, the Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana (CRCL), and its publication of Coastal Louisiana: Here Today and Gone Tomorrow? (CRCL, 1989). This report called for river diversions, improved regulatory programs, and other
initiatives to meet the growing problem. The grass roots effort of the 1980s resulted in the passage of Act 6 by the Louisiana Legislature in 1989, and created the Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Authority. This body consists of agency heads from various state agencies with interests in the coast. It has oversight of the annual Coastal Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Plan, and funding generated from oil and gas revenues. This was followed by Federal recognition of the coastal Louisiana land loss problem with the passage of the Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection and Restoration Act (CWPPRA) in 1990. CWPPRA, also known as the Breaux Act, provided approximately $40 million annually for restoration projects and planning, and called for the development of a comprehensive plan within three years. The Louisiana Coastal Wetlands Restoration Plan, completed in 1993, was intended to provide a comprehensive approach to restoration and the prevention of further loss of coastal wetlands. The 1993 plan used a basin-planning approach, identifying a number of projects in nine distinct hydrologic basins across the coast. The projects were a combination of defensive and offensive measures that addressed many recognized problem areas. It was anticipated that these projects would last for approximately 20 years and during that time they were to be monitored and a scientific evaluation of the projects was to be reported to Congress.

Restoration under CWPPRA proceeded in the early 1990s with the production of an annual list of projects, which were a priority to construct. In 1994, with funding from the W. Alton Jones Foundation, a group of scientists published a report titled *Scientific Assessment of Coastal Wetland Loss, Restoration and Management in Louisiana* (Boesch et al., 1994). It determined that the Breaux Act was off to a good start, but that the following issues should be addressed: (1) region-wide strategies needed better integration with small scale ones, (2) there needed to be a better technical and policy review, (3) private land rights should be balanced with greater public interests, and (4) financing for large-scale introduction of alluvial materials should be obtained. Also during this period, as part of a comprehensive study of barrier-island restoration (Smith, 1999), scientists were projecting land loss into the future and including in those projections the benefits associated with the as yet largely unimplemented but authorized Breaux Act projects. It became clear as a result of these studies that projects costing approximately $40 million per year were having little impact on Louisiana’s coast.

As a result of the growing recognition of the scale of Louisiana’s problems, and the types of efforts that would be needed to rehabilitate the ecosystem, the Breaux Act Task Force (composed of representatives of five federal agencies and the State of Louisiana) dedicated funds in 1997 for a strategic planning effort to address the problem at an appropriate scale. Thus began an 18-month effort by academia, private industry, local, state and Federal agencies to develop a strategic plan to save the Louisiana coast.

**COAST 2050: A NEW APPROACH**

The mission statement of the Coast 2050 planning effort called for it to be “a technically sound strategic plan to sustain coastal resources and provide an integrated multiple-use approach to ecosystem management” (LCWCRTF and the
Fundamental to the planning process was recognition that the natural geomorphic and ecological processes that had created the coast were impaired and that reestablishment of these processes was essential. Reestablishment of natural processes does not mean a return to a prior landscape condition because some of the changes which have occurred are irreversible, or due to fundamental changes in forcing functions that have occurred over time (e.g., rising sea-level, management of Mississippi River discharge using dams). Rather, the aim is to create a coast that has the productivity and other socially, culturally, and economically desirable features of a natural system. Coast 2050 contains two important differences from previous coastal planning efforts in Louisiana: (1) a focus on meeting strategic goals rather than listing projects, and (2) consideration of what is needed in the landscape on a regional basis.

Achieving a sustainable coastal ecosystem in Louisiana that provides valuable ecosystem goods and services requires clear articulation of the underlying processes and identification of the fundamental values the restoration should provide. Consequently, rather than attempting only location-specific problem solving, the Coast 2050 plan focuses on strategies necessary to achieve a greater degree of sustainability throughout the region. This involves identifying where natural processes are most severely impaired and developing approaches to rehabilitating them as much as possible. The new plan hinges on three strategic goals that seek to remedy some of the altered process inadequacies in order to improve ecosystem function.

**Goal 1: Assure vertical accumulation to achieve sustainability.** During the natural cycles of land building and land loss (Fig. 1), marshes have (for the most part) built vertically to counteract deltaic subsidence either through riverine inputs of sediment or via the delivery of reworked coastal sediments during storms (Reed, 1995, 2002). Combined with high rates of subsidence, 20th century interruption of these processes, both probably associated with human activities, has produced a reduction in sediment inputs to marshes and this must be remedied. Continued long-term compactional subsidence across coastal Louisiana at rates of up to 3 mm per year (Kulp, 2000) added to projections of global sea-level rise of approximately 4 mm per year (Scavia et al., 2002) means that, even if the recent high rates of local subsidence do not continue, vertical accumulation of wetland substrate is essential for ecosystem sustainability. The ability of the coastal system to maintain itself through continued deposition has been reduced by human actions. Ecosystem strategies that meet this goal include reinitiating delta building, promoting marsh hydrology that encourages plant growth and organic matter production, and providing periodic inputs of sediments and nutrients.

**Goal 2: Maintain estuarine gradient to achieve diversity.** The future maintenance of coastal wetlands must be accompanied by a dynamic physical environment that supports diverse fish and wildlife populations. The estuarine gradient provides for a gradual change from freshwaters at the head of coastal basins to saline waters in the Gulf of Mexico. No matter how much freshwater is diverted from the Mississippi River into the estuaries, there will always be a gradient between the two extremes. The challenge is to ensure a dynamic balance between the salt and fresh waters to provide an array of habitats characterized by a variety of salinities and substrate
types, thus supporting a diverse flora and fauna. Current habitats along the estuarine
gradient include swamps, various marsh types, and more emergent landforms such
as natural and artificial levees, chenier ridges, and barrier islands. A dynamic salin-
ity gradient in each estuary is the fundamental driving force behind natural ecosys-
tem diversity. The key strategy for reaching this goal is the management of
substantial freshwater inputs at the upper end of each estuary so that fluctuations on
an interannual or seasonal basis are not so great as to limit the presence of some
species (e.g., oysters), while also providing sediments and nutrients essential to
achieve Goal 1. This goal recognizes that diverting river water into estuarine basins
for the exclusive purpose of maximizing delta building will likely limit the extent of
salt-marsh habitats and the species, which use the higher salinity parts of the estu-
ary.

Goal 3: Maintain exchange and interface to achieve system linkages. Ecosystem
linkages are the pathways by which energy, materials, and organisms are transferred
and mixed through the coastal system. Many of these linkages and the interfaces
between habitats have been altered by levee building and the use of structures to
manipulate flows of water. Many of the fauna that are so valued in coastal
Louisiana, including species of shrimp, crabs, and fish, use many parts of the estu-
arine ecosystem during their life cycle. Migration through the estuary and/or fre-
quent transition between subhabitats, such as shallow waters and the marsh
surface, is essential for these recreational and commercially important resources.
Exchanges of water and material throughout the estuary must be efficient and capa-
ble of dynamically responding to natural physical forcing, such as tides, winds and
rainfall events. Similarly the interfaces between marsh and water must allow access
to important food resources and refugia on the marsh surface. Strategies to achieve
this goal must focus on natural flows of water and materials through the estuarine
basins. This strategic goal also recognizes that the use of structures and barriers to
manipulate flows inhibits an important aspect of ecosystem function.

These strategic goals point toward a natural process-based solution to the degra-
dation of the Louisiana coast. Specific strategies developed to meet these goals
must provide for vertical accretion of marsh soils, the provision of diverse habitats,
and efficient flows of water and other materials. Consequently, the resulting strate-
gic plan does not map projects with specific boundaries and physical structures.
Rather, the aim is to ensure that natural processes function properly at the basin
scale with less attention to local problems and solutions.

ECOSYSTEM NEEDS

The development of specific strategies to meet these goals requires consideration
of the degree of process intervention across the coast. While Coast 2050 does not
address all the local problems, it recognizes that the controlling processes and the
landscape signature of ecosystem degradation in coastal Louisiana vary consider-
ably across the coast. Inspection of historic and projected maps of land loss (e.g.,
Barras et al., 2003) shows complex patterns of land and water. In the Coast 2050
planning process, a crucial step was identifying the relative present and future
“condition” of the landscape and distinguishing several categories of “ecosystem
need.” Strategies to achieve the ecosystem goals were then developed to meet the needs of each part of the ecosystem. The categories focused on the level of intervention necessary to rehabilitate the system.

*Enhance the Ecosystem by Using Resources More Efficiently*

In some areas, especially those with substantial riverine influences, the integrity of the natural system is intact. Projections show low (if any) rates of future loss and consequently the ecosystem is considered sustainable given the continuation of current geomorphic conditions. In these cases, strategies were developed to maximize the benefits of freshwater and sediment delivery and to ensure that current conditions were not adversely influenced by other restoration or infrastructure projects. Examples of such areas include those adjacent to the Atchafalaya Delta where new land is building and riverine influence is rejuvenating current marshes (DeLaune et al., 1987).

*Maintain the Ecosystem by Addressing Known Risks*

Some areas of the coast appear intact under current conditions but are potentially at risk because progressive change in other geomorphic components might alter their viability. For instance, wetland areas currently protected from wave erosion by steadily degrading barrier islands would be more vulnerable to erosion once the barriers have degraded to shoals. Alternatively, plans for future hydrologic changes within the system may present problems for marshes that are currently viable. In these areas, strategies to reduce future risks to the system should include measures that, at a minimum, promote the current environmental conditions such as existing efforts to maintain the integrity of barrier islands.

*Recover the Ecosystem by Reversing the Loss Process*

Extensive areas of the coast were categorized as having already lost their integrity but some elements of the landscape, such as the marsh platform, are still intact but cannot be sustained under current conditions. Examples include extensive areas of Barataria Basin where fragmented marsh is rapidly degrading while still providing some level of ecosystem function. Recovering sustainability in these areas is proposed using strategies that address existing stresses within the system, including opportunities for direct rebuilding of local areas to recover the skeleton of ridges and barriers necessary to support estuarine function.

*Rebuild the Ecosystem by Creating New Wetlands*

In some parts of the coast, the ecosystem has degraded to the point that virtually all ecosystem integrity is lost and there is no vegetated substrate upon which to recover sustainable conditions. Consequently, if emergent wetlands are desired, they will need to be built, as through a new delta lobe or marsh creation project. Alternatively, such areas would exist and function as an open water system.
THE COAST 2050 PLAN: FROM CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTATION

The strategies included in the plan, based on ecosystem needs and assembled to meet the goals, are shown for the Mississippi Delta Plain in Figure 3. Assuring vertical accretion in existing marshes and rebuilding sustainable substrate in degraded areas are largely achieved through the diversion of waters from the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers into the estuaries. The plan also includes the development of a third major channel known as the Third Delta Conveyance Channel, and provision for a new navigation channel for deep-draft vessels that would not be maintained by river flow, allowing the more productive use of Mississippi waters and sediments. In some areas, remote from a river channel, some strategic use of dredged material would be used to rebuild substrate. Barrier-island restoration ensures that diverted waters are retained within the estuaries in order to support a diversity of habitats. Flows in navigation canals which accelerate freshwater passage through the basins and which allow salt penetration will be managed using locks or other navigable barriers. Together, the strategies seek to achieve dynamic salinity gradients, providing flows of water, sediments, and other materials necessary to provide sustainable, diverse natural resources for future generations.

Moving such an ambitious plan toward implementation requires further refinement of the strategies and the development of increasingly more specific landscape
actions, such that the full implications of projects can be considered. In contrast to a list of defined projects that require choices to be made (e.g., the 1993 CWPPRA plan), in Coast 2050 individual areas of the landscape can be affected by more than one of the strategies without conflict. For example, lower areas of Barataria Basin may have some substrate rebuilt with dredged material, created marshes will be maintained by river diversions, and barrier islands, together with the diversions, be used to regulate the salinity gradient to determine the vegetative and faunal communities. However, each of these approaches contains different levels of technical and scientific uncertainty, which must be resolved in concert to benefit the landscape.

Complex landscape planning such as Coast 2050 must be implemented in phases. Early work involves studies for major plan elements such as the Third Delta Conveyance Channel. Some strategies can move to implementation quickly by opportunistic development of plan measures based on existing knowledge or conditions. The objective of early phase work is to begin studies which will underpin some of the longer-term implementation efforts, opportunistically address critical needs, and develop understanding of measures such as river diversions for future larger scale implementation.

Main phase work would involve implementation of larger scale efforts, building on knowledge gained from early phase work and the opportunity to explore more fully ecosystem process-response relationships. This would involve additional studies as well as the design and operation of projects to reduce uncertainty regarding ecosystem response. In this phase, increased understanding of ecosystem response should allow project design to be optimized for both ecosystem and economic benefits, such as flood damage reduction and maintenance of navigation.

Long-term implementation involves both continued work from the main phase and moving forward on larger scale river-basin management issues such as the Third Delta Conveyance Channel concept, and relocating the navigation channel of the Mississippi River from Southwest Pass. These strategies contain much uncertainty regarding their consequences and represent massive investments. As such, their implementation must be based on more complete understanding and the experience gained in understanding ecosystem response to similar smaller scale measures developed during earlier phases.

The cost of implementing the Coast 2050 plan was estimated in the report at $14 billion (USD 1998). As the plan does not include specific projects, this estimate should be considered only as a guide to the eventual cost of planning, building and operating the projects necessary to reverse coastal land loss. If the strategies proposed are successful in halting land loss, the cost based on these estimates will be tens of thousands of dollars per acre. If the program is implemented and some of the land already lost is regained, the cost per unit area diminishes. However, the true cost of no new strategic restoration effort would be the almost complete loss of the Louisiana coastal ecosystem. Whether the effort is worth this cost is, as with any major restoration effort, for the nation to decide.
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